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When she leaves the bathroom, she walks right into Yong. Min tries but fails to convince Nari that she simply
has business with one of the casino goers. Just as water destroys, they said, so can some dragons destroy via
floods, tidal waves, and storms. It supposedly had a human's face and snake's body, created day and night by
opening and closing its eyes, and created seasonal winds by breathing. She served as the pilot while "Jang"
was the gunner. Yangshao culture sites in Xi'an have produced clay pots with dragon motifs. Min slips away
from her chore and takes a sonic shower before thinking things over. They learn about the meridians and how
it can affect engineers, and how things get more dangerous in the Ghost Sector. Jang whispered to Min that
she should listen closely, Hwan wonders why the pirates attacked the Red Azalea instead of them, as none of
them survived. However, they are quickly bested by the greater number. Through the sneezing sensation in her
nose, she can tell her mom is using Charm on herself to look a bit more presentable. A burial site Xishuipo in
Puyang which is associated with the Yangshao culture shows a large dragon mosaic made out of clam shells.
A dragon, they control the weather In the city, Min is flanked by a corrupt guard named Eunhee and is
surrounded by her associates. The cadet is a Dokkaebi, or a goblin, and is gender-neutral. Min makes the
excuse of almost dying on the ship and wanting to be alone. A demon's eyes. They suggested that some of the
worst floods were believed to have been the result of a mortal upsetting a dragon. Since the Chinese consider
the Yellow Emperor and the Yan Emperor as their ancestors, they sometimes refer to themselves as "the
descendants of the dragon". Min decides to run away from home to find some answers. During the Qing
dynasty, the imperial dragon was colored yellow or gold, and during the Ming dynasty it was red. Also,
depictions of dragons in tattoos are prevalent as they are symbols of strength and power, especially criminal
organisations where dragons hold a meaning all on their own. I think it left off in an excellent spot to continue
on with the story. She whispers to Hye that she wants to make a deal with her. After being asked to get the
table ready, Min transforms into a table for her mom to put the food on in order to listen in. He also reminds
her that she needs to find out more about his killers. Upon returning to her human form again she knocks the
man out with a saucepan. Min tries to get information about the Space Forces and Jun's ship through
gossiping. The palms of a tiger. Yong recognizes her despite her previous disguise, and states, "Fox or no fox,
you're too young for this life. Chinese art often depicts a pair of dragons chasing or fighting over the flaming
pearl. The investigator suspects Min is hiding something and threatens to open a general investigation into
their family. She told Manshik she was just taking clothes to the laundry room, but once she steps outside she
doesn't look back. Nine sons of the dragon[ edit ]. Forced to flee home, with the investigator hot on her tail,
Min sets out in search of the truth with the hopes of clearing her brother's name. Working on the Pale
Lightning Min wakes up in an infirmary next to a person in uniform whose tag reads "bae jang". Min wonders
what Jun meant about his "friends" and their dad, as their dad died seven years before and was a skilled
technician, not an explorer. She discovered that her mom was using Charm on the suspicious investigator,
despite her own disapproval of it.


